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About OLN
Life does not have to be complicated. We provide an individual perspective to ensure the most efficient  
and customised solutions for you, those close to you and your business. We pride ourselves on having  
a practical approach as well as an innovative and commercially-minded outlook, stemming from over  
three decades of experience in the private client and corporate commercial fields, and our expertise  in 
dispute resolution and the business world. 

OLN is a highly regarded Hong Kong-based law firm, whose commitment to professional excellence has  
been   the   cornerstone   of   the   firm   since   its   creation    in   1987. With  many  years  of  experience  
practising in Hong Kong, our diverse global employees, who embody the firm’s East-West culture, are  
able to deliver an integrated suite of legal and business solutions. 

We currently have some 45 lawyers, admitted to one or more jurisdictions, including Hong Kong,  
France, the United Kingdom, the United States, Australia and Canada. We also have a thriving China  
practice, carried on from our Hong Kong and Shanghai offices and when necessary with our associate  
legal network in Mainland China.
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      Corporate structuring and restructuring

 Our team  members  all have strong  legal, business, accounting  and  management backgrounds,
and we consistently provide expert advice and assistance on corporate structuring and restructuring 
which include:

constitution of the board and revision of constitutional documents 

intra-group transfer of business and reorganization

amalgamation of group companies

conversion of a private company into a public company and vice versa 

spinning off of subsidiary companies from listed parents

formation and separation of partnership

 Licensing and franchising

 Licensing and franchising arrangements can take place in small and medium enterprises level
not to mention for multi-national companies having substantial intellectual property and 
proprietary  rights.    We  assist  clients  to  structure  the  most  tax  efficient  holding structure 
and   prepare   appropriate   licensing   and   franchising   agreements   to   enable proprietary 
owners to exercise and grant their intellectual property rights, to be used by licensees or 
franchisees in the furtherance of the development of business of products and/or  services.

    We  work  with  our  skilled  IP  team  when  our  clients  are  faced  with  any  licensing  and 
franchising arrangement in the protection of intellectual property rights of clients. 

     Corporate governance and directors’ duties

      Apart from corporate level advisory, our team also provides dedicated assistance to directors  for
their  observance  of  corporate  governance  and  compliance  with  securities regulations, 
including advising on necessary disclosure of conflicting interests, related party and connected 
transactions and all statutorily required reporting and filing requirements.

      We constantly assist organisations in drafting the corporate governance and compliance manual 
and forming supervisory committees.

     Tax Services

 In today’s dynamic and transformative business environment and with the ever-changing tax
rules  and  regulations  and  increasingly  stringent  anti-avoidance  requirements  of  tax 
reporting, it is of paramount importance for every individual and corporation to be able to 
comprehend the implications of and take a proactive approach towards tax risks. We ensure 
clients stay ahead of their competitors.

     Staffed by a dedicated team of lawyers, certified public accountants and tax experts with 
expertise and practical experience, OLN’s Tax Advisory Department prides itself on assisting 
clients  to  minimize  tax  risks  and  identifying  tax  saving  opportunities  in  the  most tax efficient 
manner.

     Startups

    Our experienced startup lawyers are here to support the development of a business in its
early stages. We provide founders and their startup team with services covering a broad 
range  of  legal  matters,  including  drafting  founders’  agreements,  addressing  fundraising 
issues including advising on sustainable corporate and shareholding structures, negotiation 
with investors, term sheet and other transactional documents,  and identifying suitable form 
of  employee  incentive  schemes,  drafting  necessary  documents  and  plans  and providing 
assistance in rolling out such scheme.

 

Our Services 

 Mergers & acquisitions
 As we represent all types of business entities ranging from SMEs to multinational conglomerates 

in various acquisition transactions. It is our day-to-day practice to strategize deal structures, 
prepare or comment on term sheets, sale and purchase agreements, call and put share options 
and any other transactional documents and bring the deal to completion. Our team has been 
well recognized by our clients, the market and competitors in being proactive and innovative with 
the embodiment of professionalism in all transactions. This is proven by our team members who 
are continuously highly ranked in Chambers Asia Pacific Award & Chambers Global Award. 

     In addition to private company mergers and acquisitions (“M&A”), we have also advised on listed  
company M&As from notifiable transactions under the Listing Rules to the making of an offer  
pursuant to The Code on Takeovers and Mergers. 

     Initial Public Offerings (IPOs)

 We are experienced in advising both the listing applicant group and the sponsor in IPOs, from 
pre-IPO investments,   reorganization    and    restructuring,    due    diligence    reviews,    drafting 
prospectuses and listing documents, preparing underwriting agreements all the way up to and 
beyond listing. We also work closely with the listing applicant, sponsor and other intermediaries 
in resolving legal issues and handling queries from The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited 
("Stock Exchange") and the Securities and Futures Commission ("SFC").

     Debt, equity and structured fiance

 We assist clients as lenders and/or borrowers of local and overseas companies in loans, 
securities margin financing and debt instrument issues arrangements and advise on the 
necessary security and collateral considering the specific transaction needs. We also assist 
corporate clients in their structured finance capital raising strategies and implementation, 
including the preparation of loan documentation, investment agreement, ISOA schedules, 
private placement memorandum and alike and advising on necessary compliance issues. 

     Regulatory matters

 We have a team of experienced and skilled lawyers dealing with compliance and regulatory 
matters and constantly deal with matters involving licence applications, compliance issues 
and investigations involving local  authorities  and  regulators  including  the  Stock  Exchange  
and  the  SFC,  the  Hong  Kong  Monetary Authority,  the  Companies  Registry  (as  Registrar  
of  Money  Lenders)  and  the  Insurance  Authority.  We provide annual retainer services to 
listed companies handling their routine compliance matters including annual and interim 
reports, results announcements and other insider information announcements. We also act 
for listed companies separately in handling their notifiable and/or connected transactions 
and other  compliance  matters  by  advising  on  transaction  structure,  preparing  
transactional  documents, announcements,  circulars,  liaising  with  the  Stock  Exchange  and  
other  intermediaries involved and attending general meeting. 

     Hong Kong and offshore funds

 Our team specialises in structuring, setting up and preparing documentation for a wide range of 
local and offshore, open- and closed-end investment funds, including limited partnerships, 
exempted companies with  management  and  participating  classes  of  shares,  and  segregated  
portfolio  companies. We  are well-connected   with   offshore   counsel   and   service   providers   
who offer quality fund registration, management, administration and custodian services for 
various types of assets including listed securities, asset-backed securities, and private equity. 

 Why Us?

 Our service philosophy

 Our  philosophy  is  to  protect  clients  with
the expertise  and  skills  needed  to  excel  in 
the  competitive and ever-changing   market-
place. We do this by arming our clients with 
professional,  cost-effective and  tailored  legal 
solutions and personal attention to our 
clients' diverse  needs  at  all  stages  of  their 
business' development. Our services  are 
prompt  and  given  in  clear  understandable 
language. We strongly believe in the 
importance of personal  touch and our clients’ 
needs and interests are  always our top 
priority. With our support, our  clients   are 
able   to   focus   their   time   and  resources 
on   building   their   business   and  realizing 
their goals as their legal and economic 
concerns are well taken care of by OLN.

     Business advisory
 Supported  by  the  Globalaw  network,  it  is

our goal to provide a one-stop service platform 
for  our clients so that they can come to us for 
legal solutions for their business needs 
irrespective of the areas of practice and 
jurisdictions involved.  Better still, OLN clients 
have additional access to  our  expertise  in 
cross-border  tax  and  financial  advice,   backed 
by   our   dual   qualified   team  members,     who 
are  both solicitors and  accountants.   OLN's 
one-stop serviceplatform also extends to 
intellectual property and immigration advisory, 
delivering comprehensive legal  solutions  to 
meet  the  business  needs  of  our  clients.

  

With a winning team of experienced and skilled  
Hong  Kong-qualified  lawyers  with  close  ties  to  
top commercial law firms across the globe, OLN’s  
Corporate and Commercial practice group is the  
best in class. As an award-winning team ranked  by  
Chambers  Asia  Pacific  &  Global,  Asialaw  & Asian   
Legal Business, OLN’s Corporate and Commercial  
practice  group  is  a  leader  in  the  industry and   
well-placed to be your first choice  to handle both 
local and cross-border corporate, commercial and 
financial transactions. 
Our  clients  range  from  individuals,  small  and  
medium  enterprises  (SMEs)  to  listed  companies  
and multinational corporations.  Especially skilled  
in offering professional yet practical legal advice  
to companies seeking a position in Hong Kong’s  
diverse and competitive marketplace, or already  
having  a  presence  in  Hong  Kong  and  Mainland  
China, OLN provides the services needed to excel  
and succeed. 
We pride ourselves on leaving no stone unturned  
and  promptly  delivering  the  highest  quality  of  
work product and legal solutions  to our clients.
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